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WHO CARES ABOUT TOURISM CARES?
TOUR GUIDES DO! (AND MANY OTHERS)
by Len Holmes

The final link in delivering the
travel dreams that tour operators and planners create and
that our guests seek depends
on how we create the lasting
impression in their indelible
memories.
Tourism Cares is the charitable
community of the travel and
tourism industry. It unites the
industry in three initiatives
where, in addition to individual
company efforts, they all make
a greater difference by working
together.
Tourism Cares for Oakland participants at the end of the Fairyland project.
On March 23 and 24, 160
volunteers participated in the Oakland event, including
San Francisco Tour Guide Guild members Anita Rao and
UR OUSE
Cheryl Bowie. A welcoming reception at Cerrutti Wine
Cellars (www.cerruticellars.com/) near Jack London by Norma Judah
Square was held on Thursday evening. Inspirational
remarks from Mike Rae, CEO, Tourism Cares, and Mark Deep in the Ozark Mountains, just 10 miles North of
Everton, CEO of Visit Oakland set the very positive Branson, MO., a hidden treasure awaits! Behind the
bluffs, along the clear narrow waters of Bull Creek,
tone for the weekend.
nestled in the abundantly wooded hills, you can easily
Undeterred by persistent rain on Friday morning, find the peaceful home of Rose O’Neill known as
Bonniebrook.
busloads of volunteers were shuttled to three sites.

O

H

— Bonniebrook

1) At the Gardens at Lake Merritt
(http://gardensatlakemerritt.org/), city employees
rely on volunteers year-round to help with large scale

Rose (1874-1944) was an amazing woman! When I ask
my tour groups “How many know who Rose O’Neill
was?” I may get a few show of hands. Then I ask “how

continued on page 4
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After publication, submissions and all associated copyrights
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If you have issues you wish the NFTGA Board or any of

the federation’s committees to address, here is a list of the
appropriate parties to whom you should go. Each officer
and committee chair has his/her contact information
posted in the Members List section of the federation’s
website, www.NFTGA.COM.
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DIRECTORS-AT-LARGE: Babs Daitch,
Joe DeGregorio, and Katie Otten
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do not necessarily reflect those of the editor or the
NFTGA Board of Directors.
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when determined through prior discussion with the
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NFTGA Needs a New
Insurance Coordinator
Insurance is one of the primary reasons
some associations choose to join NFTGA.
The member who serves as insurance
coordinator does a very important job!
Could that be you?
If anyone can assist NFTGA with these
responsibilities, please contact any board
member as soon as possible. This person
should be experienced with Excel spreadsheets and sending emails with attachments.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
I hope all is well with
each member association.
Your Board continues
to stay busy with many
items discussed on our
last conference call.
Ellen has completed
our member contact
information for everyone
to use when necessary.
Lisa has once again given
us an excellent up-to-date
treasurer’s report. Bob
and Nick are finishing up
last minute details for our
upcoming conference in Philadelphia. Babs and Joe are
working hard trying to get new associations started in
Los Angeles, Memphis, and Minnesota. Katie continues
making contacts with our association members. Gene
tries to stay out of the way!
What a fantastic report Joe Steinbock gave us on the
WFTGA Conference in Tehran. Please make sure that
all members have a chance to read this comprehensive
report of what actually takes place at a Delegates meeting.
Delegates work very hard at these meetings and deserve
our thanks and appreciation.
Members, please give some consideration to the idea
of running for our Board of Directors and letting your
president know your intentions. More about this soon.
I am sad to announce that Michael Levinson has submitted
his resignation as NFTGA’s Insurance Coordinator.
Michael has done a tremendous job in a thankless task
and leaves us with our insurance program in great shape.
He has agreed to stay at this position until July 4, 2017
and help the new insurance coordinator get comfortable
with the job. We sincerely thank him for all he has done
for NFTGA.
Please make sure we share with all member associations all
of the data that is sent out on a regular basis from NFTGA.
Remember we are here to serve you, the all-important
member. Have safe and fun tours.
Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
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FROM THE EDITOR
After five newsletter
issues in which I tried
to find increasingly
clever ways to lure my
more silent colleagues
into participating in
this project, I have
remembered
the
quote attributed to
Gandhi, “Be the
change you want to
see in the world.”
And I decided I’m
the one who needs
to work harder. So I’ve embarked on a little adventure,
contacting many of our member associations
individually and hopefully making friends with some
of you. This quarter, the campaign has yielded fruit as
I am proud to announce our new column Our House.
Unlike our other regular columns, Our House will have
a different author in each issue, as the various tour
guides from around the country will each have an
opportunity to write about their favorite subject: their
home towns. Each column entry will cover a different
historic house museum in or near the cities where our
member associations are headquartered. I am excited
to see what treasures our members have in store.
I’ve been thinking a lot about the concept of
community lately. Our House is intended to reflect
on a historic house museum’s importance to its
community. My local association recently held its
annual awards ceremony in which our two most
prestigious prizes both honor contributions to the
professional and cultural community. This newsletter
itself is designed to enhance and improve our own
sense of community. And the drive to get more people
active is about community activism as well. Even our
board’s efforts to help create new associations in
various cities is about our professional community.
So, now that spring has sprung and we are deep in the
busy season, sharing our communities with visitors
from elsewhere, take a moment to celebrate this
community of fellow guides. And share what you
know and love with them in these pages.
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TOURISM CARES FOR
OAKLAND continued from page 1
plantings and landscape projects.
Tourism Cares volunteers pruned
and planted a rose garden, created
seed balls for a youth education
program, and pulled profuse weeds
in innumerable garden beds.
2) Iconic
Children’s
Fairyland
(http://fairyland.org/), an idyllic
retreat for children of all ages and
an inspiration for Disneyland, has
close to 60 storybook sets, kidsize rides, friendly animals and 10
acres of gardens, all requiring care
with limited staffing. Over 30
volunteers improved the animal
Anita Rao enthusiastically contributes her artistic effort.
exhibits, built storage sheds, a
Wrapping up the multi-day experience: if you have
greenhouse and helped with general cleaning
not been involved before, now is the time to start.
and painting projects.
Here is what you can do:
2) In Old Oakland (www.old-oakland.com/home),
a small group worked with a local artist to add
 Visit and absorb the Tourism Cares Website
to the already impressive art on city streets by
www.tourismcares.org/.
working on a mural that will become part of a
 Sign up for the Good Travels Certificate Program
developing urban art tour.
($22).
 Sign up for Detroit, Providence or Toronto events
Volunteers for the day came from all corners and
this year. Anyone can join, simply go the website
the heartland of the US either as individuals or as
above.
team members from sponsoring companies.
 Make a donation of any amount to show your
support and desire to give back.
The membership and funding for Tourism comes
 Apply for one of the academic scholarships offered
from well over one hundred sponsors around the
if appropriate.
world. Many of them employ us to deliver the tours
 Add your commitment to Tourism Cares to your
that they create. Besides delivering our exciting
resume and spread the word.
narrative on our tours, we create greater value when
we deliver multiple messages at the same time.
“Tourism Cares for our Cities” is the initiative that
channels the philanthropic passion and commitment
Dramatic sites, historic locales, and cultural insights
of the industry to protect and restore emerging or
all deserve to be shared on our tours. The message of
at-risk destinations.
Tourism Cares encourages us to contribute in some
way to all the communities that we visit. In a phrase,
Tourism Cares for Oakland took place on March 23
think globally, act locally Support local merchants as
and 24 in the city on the “sunny side of the bay.”
we travel, and share a sense of the local community
Previous events have generated over 47,000 hours
in addition to the typical highlight narrative.
of volunteer effort provided by over 6,500 travel
professionals.
Spring 2017
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Individual tour guides can make a difference and
concurrently benefit in many ways by linking existing
passions and sharing the benefits of travel.

community service project and contribute labor and
spirit to the initiative. This effort intends to preserve
and enrich the travel experience for future generations.

The template for the Tourism Cares for Cities is
similar to a Habitat for Humanity team building day.
Volunteers from sponsor companies sign up for a

Len Holmes is president of the San Francisco Tour Guide
Guild and editor of the newsletter Guidepost. To tour with
Len, contact len.tours@gmail.com.

BONNIEBROOK continued from page 1

Bonniebrook
Homestead

many have ever heard of a Kewpie Doll?” That is when
I get my big response! But Rose was so much more! An
artist, poet, sculptor, writer, suffragist, and philanthropist,
she was even the highest paid female illustrator of her
era! Her first drawing of the Kewpie appeared in Ladies
Home Journal in 1909.
The land where Bonniebrook stands was homesteaded by
her family in 1893. Rose had a large home in Connecticut,
an apartment on Washington Square in New York, and
even a villa in the Isle of Capri, but she called Bonniebrook
her “favorite place in all the world.” It was also the
first residence in our area to have running water and an
indoor bathroom!
The original three-story home was destroyed by fire in
1947. It has been rebuilt with help from the Bonniebrook
Historical Society and countless volunteers. It was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1984.
With easy access from the Hwy. 65, it is a wonderful treat for your tour groups. A PowerPoint presentation will
start the adventure. You will want to allow several hours to view the museum filled with artwork and history,
plus take a guided tour through the rebuilt home of Rose and family. Several of Rose’s large original sculptures
are in the gardens, with plenty of benches and shade if you just need some peaceful “rest time”. Of course
there is also a great gift shop! My personal favorite is walking down the trails, across the creek bridge, to visit
the fairy gardens and the small cemetery where Rose and most of the family are buried. The grounds are cared
for by area volunteers and the master gardeners club, so that in itself is worth the trip!
In the spring, you will be surrounded by the redbud and dogwoods in bloom, which are common in our
beautiful Ozarks. If you time it right, Bonniebrook hosts an annual spring event with local entertainment,
speakers, and artist displays. The Kewpiesta Festival brings fans and collectors from around the world. The
fall season brings the Annual Festival of Painted Leaves, celebrating the Ozarks folklore, art and traditions.
The events are free and open to the public.
While visiting with your groups in the Branson area,
remember to give yourselves the pleasure of a few hours
to visit one of our most serene historic Ozark Treasures!
For more information, visit www.roseoneill.org.

Bonniebrook Art Studio
Spring 2017

Norma Judah is a member of the Taney County Historical
Society and the Branson Professional Tour Guide Association.
To tour with Norma, contact arttowear@juno.com.
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NFTGA AT THE NTA TRAVEL
EXCHANGE – ST. LOUIS

 The market for the outbound Chinese tourist
has exploded in recent years. However, travel is
still mainly focused on the east and west coasts
and Hawaii.

The NFTGA, as a respected Strategic Partner of
the National Tour Association, was permitted to
have an informational booth manned by NFTGA
Board Member-at-Large, Joe DeGregorio at the
NTA’s recent Travel Exchange event held at the
St. Louis Convention Center, known as America’s
Center, from February 26 – March 2. The event,
with well over 1,000 attendees, had the expected
array of workshops, seminars, numerous booths,
informative luncheons including the “live” marketing
of entertainment venues, and many, many handouts.
During this busy week, I spoke with several hundred
attendees about the NFTGA and the local member,
The Professional Tour Guide Association of St. Louis.
I acquired about 25 leads for new members whose
contact information will be provided to the appropriate
association. I also acquired several leads on establishing
new associations, on which I and others will follow
up. From handouts, attendance at seminars, and
one-on-one discussions, here are some of the things
I learned that you may find useful:

 Millennials in general, seem to prefer unpolished
YouTube and Snapchat type visual marketing
offerings showing “real people” saying what they
want to say about their travel experiences at a
particular destination or, for example, with a
certain cruise line.

by Joe DeGregorio

 Tourists are increasingly preferring to travel in
smaller groups and desire more flexibility over
rigid schedules.

 Missouri Senator Roy Blunt is co-chair of the Travel
and Tourism Committee (I’ll get right on it!) He is
apparently very supportive of the Tourism Industry.
 Recent Executive Branch activities related to
immigration and travel to the U.S. has caused
some uncertainly in the amount of travel to the
U.S. anticipated by foreigners, especially Hispanics
whose numbers had grown in recent years.
 The U.S. Park Service is expecting significant budget
cuts but will try to keep basic services and maintenance of parks at current levels. However, fees
for commercial entities providing transportation
for visitors will rise.
 The use of new technology, websites, and the Internet
is now a big part of marketing and enhancing the

Joe DeGregorio with the Cirque at Christmas performers at the NTA Travel Exchange.
Spring 2017
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DESTINATION CAPITOL HILL

Joe DeGregorio mans
the NFTGA Booth.

by Ellen Malasky
US Travel Association Destination Capitol Hill advocacy
event brought together over 200 hundred travel professionals from across the United States for a half day
conference and a full day of advocacy with members of
Congress. Scheduled were over 300 meetings with the key
staff members of representatives and senators with the
purpose of educating them on key issues impacting the
travel industry. I attended representing both the Guild
of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC and
the National Federation of Tourist Guide Associations.
Several members of GANYC also participated.

visitors experience is now a mainstay of the Tourism
Industry. There was a significant number of relevant
booths, seminars and exhibits at the Travel Exchange
on these topics.
 The LGBT market is large and growing and worth
looking into.
 Cuba, as expected, is the “hot” new market everyone
is talking about.
Kudos to: the NTA for being such a gracious host and
mentioning our organization by name during one of the
luncheons. To all the wonderful and friendly members
of associations under the umbrella of the NFTGA
I met during the week – very dedicated and happy
professionals! To the St. Louis Convention and Visitors
Bureau, now known as Explore St. Louis, for a fantastic
job in showcasing my native city, especially Ms. Renee
Eichelberger, Director of Leisure Travel and Sales.

On Tuesday, in addition to addresses by Martha Raddatz,
Chief Global Correspondent for ABC News, Rodger
Dowd, the president and CEO of US Travel and Mindy
Finn, 2016 Independent Vice Presidential Candidate,
there was a drill down of the major issues which we then
discussed with the staff of representatives and senators
on Wednesday. They are:
 Emphasizing travel as America’s largest industry
generating $2.1 trillion to the economy, employing
more than 15.1 million jobs, generating $246 billion
in travel exports and fueling local economies.
 Encouraging airport modernization and infrastructure
improvement legislation
 Preserving Open Skies
 Communicating clearly and welcoming to legitimate
travelers
 Preserving and improving the US Visa Waiver Program
 Participating in travel and tourism caucuses to promote
travel-friendly policies

Recommend an NFTGA booth be arranged for the
next NTA Travel Exchange event in San Antonio,
December 14-18, 2017, to help maintain our visibility
in an ever-changing travel environment.

As a District of Columbia resident, I do not have a
representative or senator so I was matched with the
Maryland delegation and visited Senators Cardin and Van
Hollen. Both were very receptive to the issues. With some
other DC people, we also visited the office of Eleanor
Holmes Norton who is our Congressional delegate. There
is concern about the current climate already discouraging
travel to the US, for example the City of Toronto is
cancelling student trips to the US and some Indian tour
groups are going to Australia instead of the US.

Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour
Guides Association of St. Louis. To tour with Joe, contact
joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.

Ellen Malasky is vice president of the National Federation
of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Ellen, contact
ellenguide1@gmail.com.

Spring 2017
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HOW PHILADELPHIA FOUND A PLACE ON THE LGBT TOURISM MAP
by Bob Skiba
In 2002, John Cochie, a Philadelphia tourism
professional who worked at the Westin Hotel,
attended a tourism conferences in Key West
with his then partner, now husband. After
listening to several presentations and doing
some research on the internet, John realized
that his home town of Philadelphia, which
he knew to be a very LGBT (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transsexual) friendly city, with a
strong and politically active LGBT community,
was not even on the list of the top 20 places
for LGBT travelers to visit, or in the top 10
places they wanted to work or live in. When
they returned to Philadelphia, John set about
doing something to improve this situation. He
called together a group that included a few
dozen local Philadelphia Gayborhood business
owners, hotel managers, and representatives
from both the Temple University School of
Hospitality and USAir. John recalls that the
dynamic and energy were amazing and that the
group accomplished an incredible amount in
a short time with virtually no money. This core
LGBT tourism group met every other month
and soon formalized itself as the Philadelphia
Gay Tourism Caucus (PGTC), growing to 50
then 100 individual members and organizations.
PGTC began conducting sensitivity training
sessions to teach hotels and business owners how to
deal with gay travelers, created a Gayborhood map
and persuaded hotels to advertise local packages in
LGBT national publications.
PGTC next got the Greater Philadelphia Tourism
and Marketing Corporation (GPTMC) involved as a

partner. GPTMC was founded in 1996 as a private,
non-profit organization. Through aggressive but
humorous advertising, marketing and later, social media
campaigns, GPTMC had been steadily increasing
Philadelphia’s share of the tourism market each year.
In 2003, PGTC and GPTMC took a giant step when
they launched the country’s first ad campaign geared
to attracting LGBT travelers.
To do this, they hired the Altus Group,
a Philadelphia advertising agency, who
created a controversial campaign
centered around the slogan “Get Your
History Straight and Your Nightlife
Gay.” The clever ads featured images
of Benjamin Franklin flying a rainbow
kite, Betsy Ross presenting Washington
with a rainbow flag and a video called
“Pen Pals” showing a rendezvous
between two young men on an 18 th

Spring 2017
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century Philadelphia street; the first TV commercial
produced in America specifically for the gay traveler.
That groundbreaking commercial can be viewed
here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WxTkIc7gVc.
The campaign was hugely successful. Philadelphia
soon jumped to the 9th place in American LGBT
tourism and then leapt to 4th. GPTMC’s President,
Meryl Levitz, was very pleased with the results,
which she summarized in two words: “extraordinary
and unprecedented.” The campaign received
multiple prestigious awards in the advertising, travel
and public relations categories, becoming “the most
award-winning gay tourism marketing campaign in
history.” It was estimated that publicity coverage alone
of the campaign was valued at 20 million dollars in
advertising.
A follow-up survey done just 18 months later in 2005
showed that LGBT tourism spending in Philadelphia
was up 30%. The survey also estimated that for every
dollar GPTMC had spent on gay tourism advertising,
153 dollars were returned in direct visitor spending.
This was the first time a “Return on Investment”
survey on gay tourism spending was done in the

U.S. travel industry. Two years later, Jeff Guaracino,
Communications Vice-President at GPTMC, published
a handbook, Gay and Lesbian Tourism, the Essential
Guide for Marketing, to share what they had learned.
In 2013, on the tenth anniversary of its first campaign,
GPTMC launched “Miss Richfield’s Selfie Tour,”
a video featuring an outrageous drag queen, “Miss
Richfield 1981,” in a red, white and blue outfit, adding
her own flamboyant twist to many of Philadelphia’s
most iconic sites. The commercial aired primarily
on gay cable networks and LGBT websites. You
can see Miss Richfield’s over-the-top video here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxLoYBMWu3o.
In 2010, GPTMC re-branded itself
as VisitPhilly.com, which continues
to advertise to the LGBT tourist
and has kept Philadelphia in that
top ten tier of LGBT travel
destinations and earning its share
of the $65 billion U.S. gay tourism
market. What it has done is unique.
Today, Philadelphia is the only
city that has received 100 out of
100 on Human Rights Campaign’s
Municipal Equality Index without
needing bonus points. You can
see VisitPhilly’s current marketing
strategy on the “Explore LGBT
Philadelphia” page of its website
here: www.visitphilly.com/lgbt/.
You’ll still find that original
advertising slogan from 2003: Get
your history straight and your nightlife
gay.

Bob Skiba is secretary of NFTGA and past president of the Association of Philadelphia Tour Guides. A well-established expert
on Philadelphia’s historic Gayborhood, he is the archivist at the William Way LGBT Community Center. For more information,
consult his blog, https://thegayborhoodguru.wordpress.com/.
Spring 2017
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3RD ANNUAL GANYC
APPLE AWARDS

to New York, the video that GANYC had
produced in its effort to host the 2019
WFTGA convention. Awards Committee
Chair Adrienne Cooper then introduced
cabaret star Mark Nadler, who served
as a very funny host for the evening’s
festivities.

by Matthew Baker

On Monday, March 6, the 3rd Annual
GANYC Apple Awards were presented
at the SVA Silas Theatre on West 23rd
The Guiding Spirit Award was presented
Street in New York City. After last
to Anthony W. Robins, a guide of walking
year’s event sold out at the 168-seat
tours for over 40 years, and author of
Thalia Theatre at Symphony Space, the
Grand Central Terminal: 100 Years of a New
ceremony moved to the new venue
York Landmark, New York Art Deco: A
in order to improve seating capacity
Guide to Gotham’s Jazz Age Architecture, and
to more than double that number.
The World Trade Center (Classics of American
Sponsors for the event included 111
Architecture), among other great works
Places That You Must Not Miss book
from which local guides have learned
series, Brooklyn Diner, Dillinger’s
Anthony W. Robins –
their craft and content. The trophy was
New York, Hell’s Kitchen Flea Market,
Guiding Spirit Award
presented to him by GANYC Vice
and Tourist App. Food and Beverage
President
and
Education Committee Chair Nina Mende.
Sponsors included Azalea, Ben’s Deli, Cooking
With Corey, Freedom Wine Cellar, Hella Company,
The Lifetime Achievement Award, the final award of
Tainted Treats Cupcakes, and Wafels & Dinges.
the night, went to cabaret legend Steve Ross, already
a winner of multiple Bistro Awards, the MAC Awards,
The gala’s director Amada Anderson opened the
Broadway World Awards, and dubbed “the Crown
proceedings by introducing a screening of Come Home
Prince of Cabaret” by the New York Times. The trophy
was presented to him by his longtime friend and
colleague Marta Sanders-Cooper, who is also a guide,
past president of GANYC, and one of the founding
members of NFTGA.
The other winners were as follows:
Outstanding Achievement in Support of New
York City – Preservation
Simeon Bankoff, Executive Director of the Historic
Districts Council
Outstanding Achievement in Support of New
York City – Culture
Leslie Koch, former President and CEO of the Trust
for Governors Island
Outstanding Achievement in Support of New
York City – Tourism
Central Park Conservancy
Outstanding Achievement in Radio Program/
Podcast (Audio/Spoken Word)
There Goes the Neighborhood, WNYC 93.9FM
Steve Ross – Lifetime Achievement Award
Spring 2017
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Outstanding Achievement in NYC Food (focusing
on anniversaries and special accomplishments)
Nathan’s Famous, Celebrating 100 years
Outstanding Achievement in NYC Photography
(singular image, published October 2015-16)
Paul Kessel, Coney Island 10
Outstanding Achievement in Book Writing –
Fiction (published October 2015-16)
Murder in Morningside Heights by Victoria Thompson
Outstanding Achievement in Book Writing –
Non-Fiction (published October 2015-16)
The Bowery Boys: Adventures in Old New York by Tom
Meyers and Greg Young

Outstanding Achievement in Essay/Article/Series
Writing (published October 2015-16)
A Walking Tour of 1866 New York: In the Footsteps of
150-Year Old Guidebooks, Curbed NY by James Nevius
Outstanding Achievement in NYC Museum
Exhibitions (October 2015-16)
Jacob Riis: Revealing New York’s Other Half; Bonnie
Yochelson, Curator, Museum of the City of New York
Announcements for the date and location of the 2018
gala will be made shortly.
Matthew Baker is a past president of GANYC and now
serves as editor of The National Standard. To tour with
Matt, contact baker.tours@yahoo.com.

A SOLAR ECLIPSE COMES TO MISSOURI by Joe DeGregorio
Cities, schools, parks and yes, tourism task forces in a 14-state spread from Oregon to South Carolina are gearing
up for what may be the largest space event since the Apollo Missions. The date? Monday, August 21, 2017.
The event? The first total eclipse in the continental U.S.
since 1979, the first to go across the continent since
1918, the first for Missouri since 1869 and for what now
encompasses the St. Louis area, the first since 1442!
Consider the following:
-88 million people live within 200 miles of the total
eclipse zone
-hotels in many of the two minute plus eclipse areas
are already half-booked
-Missouri State campsites are filling fast
-traffic jams may be massive
What is the St. Louis area doing to prepare for this great celestial event? A tourism eclipse task force is coordinating
with nearby cities to the south with longer eclipse times to set up hotel and motor coach packages. The local hotels
are gearing up for a large influx of eclipse chasers. The task force and Explore St. Louis are also monitoring
weekend festivals and special events within St. Louis, such as a free festival open to the public at Jefferson
Barracks and around Missouri, such as the major viewing event planned on the state capitol lawn in Jefferson
City. All travel and tour entities are likely ready to inform and help visitors coming from not only all over the
country, but the world. Schools and universities – for some it’s opening day – are organizing special educational
events, selling viewing glasses or giving students the day off. More good news is that there are 42 Missouri State
Parks within range, so once you get settled into a park, someone’s backyard, or an open field, you will be ready
to witness the experience of a lifetime.
What’s it going to be like? Well, it’s going to get really dark, like the night of a full moon. It will be dead quiet. The
temperature will drop 10-15 degrees and animals will briefly head back to their homes thinking night has fallen. It has
been described by previous watchers as one of the strangest, most surreal moments
of your life. St. Louis residents, who for some reason miss it are told not to
worry, for the next one affecting the city is scheduled for June 3, 2505. Ha!
Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of St. Louis.
To tour with Joe, contact joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.
Spring 2017
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TECH TALK — Tour Guide Best Practices
by Donna Primas
Earlier this month, I had the privilege of speaking to
a group of docents-in-training – some experienced
guides and some brand new to leading tours – at
Glessner House Museum and help them become
more comfortable developing their tour of the home.
They had plenty of facts – from a 135+-page training
material and notes taken during 15 hours of lectures.
My job was to offer tips, interpretation techniques,
and examples based on my “real life” experience.
Here are some Best Practices I shared with the
guides. Can you think of others?
Make a time line. Sorting key events and dates
chronologically helps develop a better understanding
of causes and effects, sequences, and historical or
architectural context.
Cheat sheets are a valuable resource. While a professional should not need notes for a presentation,
sometimes tourists want to know something that is
hard to commit to memory. Carry a page with quotes,
number-rich data (statistics), metric conversions,
special vocabulary, or names or dates that you may
not always remember.
Prepare a “Guide Bag.” The objects you want or
may need on tour go inside. Name badge, reference
material (cheat sheets, historic photos, timelines, maps,
brochures), a small bottle of water, hard candy or
throat lozenges, tissues, a flashlight or laser pointer,
paper and pen, a snack, etc.
“On time is 15 minutes early.” Show up well before
your tour time so you may use the bathroom, stow
your belongings, organize your papers, and feel relaxed
(not rushed). Your employer or tour contact will
appreciate knowing you are ready to begin on time!
Make a good first impression. Dress in clean, neat
clothes. Wear sensible shoes. Comb your hair. Smile.
Stand up straight. Silence your phone.
Start and end punctually! Adhere to the time frame
specified. People who are on time do not want to wait
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for late comers. Going overtime may inconvenience
the group or individuals who may have another
appointment scheduled.
Play well with other guides. Sometimes you cross
paths and must avoid other guides when touring in
limited spaces. Remember the Golden Rule: Treat
others as you want to be treated!
Tailor commentary to the group. Are they from
your city, state or country? Do they love architecture
or history? Why did they choose this tour? Ask a few
questions, then show you care by customizing your
commentary to their interests!
Be organized. Presenting 101: introduce yourself and
the topic, tell the group what they will see on the tour
and how long it will take, give the tour, end with a
conclusion and thank you.
Talk about what people can see. Address what is in
front of the group. If asked an “off topic” question,
provide the information when there is an object
connected to the topic in sight. Or speak with the
guest individually at the end of the tour.
Work the room (or scene) logically. Explain things
top to bottom or left to right, not in a haphazard way
that may get heads bobbing as if they were watching
a tennis match!
Be heard. Face the group. Enunciate words. Project
your voice. Speak at a moderate pace with pauses to
allow for processing information. Make eye contact
to gauge understanding and interest. Use specific descriptive words (right/left, high/low, red/black) and/or
a gesture to indicate what you are speaking about.
Be understood. Be mindful of your word choice.
Simple words are okay. Technical terms, slang and
some common sports metaphors might not be easily
understood by foreigners. Speak “their language,”
which might mean giving metric equivalents to nonAmericans.
Remember to use visual cues. Is there a signature
on a piece of art? Is there a dated cornerstone? Visible
features on objects may help you and your guests
remember details.
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Tell stories! A recitation of facts is certain to bore,
but who doesn’t love a good story?
Be safe. Alert the group to low overhangs, uneven
pavement, and potentially slippery surfaces.
Be passionate, authentic and share what you
love. Look around you, what grabs your attention?
If it interests you, the story you tell will probably
engage the people on your tour.
Lead by example. Cross at crosswalks and obey
traffic signals. If it is prohibited to “go behind the
ropes”, take photos, sit down, or touch objects—
Don’t do it!
Say important things more than once. If it is
significant, it bears repeating. Minds can drift off
or be focused on other things, so say something
twice or multiple times if it is essential.
Explain technical terms and concepts. Make
everyone feel smart by clarifying things they may
not be familiar with. What is quarter sawn oak?
Why did the Arts and Crafts movement begin?
What are the attributes of the Richardsonian
Romanesque style?
Be sensitive to cultural differences. We’ve all made
assumptions based on personal experience. The parable
of the blind men and the elephant is one of my favorite
stories that illustrates the need to be open minded.
If you do not know something, admit it. Then try
to find the answer for that guest or your next tour!
Interpreting (giving a tour) is a skill. You can always
improve!

Do you have additional Best Practices? Share your
thoughts on the NFTGA Facebook page!
Donna Primas has been giving tours of the greater Chicago
area in Spanish and English since 1983 and has been a docent
at the Richardsonian Romanesque Glessner House Museum
(www.glessnerhouse.org) since 2012. To tour with
Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.
Spring 2017

Save the Dates for These
Important Conferences
May 11-12, 2017
Tourism Cares Volunteer Event, Detroit, MI
May 22-28, 2017
NTA Development Trip, New Orleans, LA
August 25-29, 2017
SYTA Ann. Conference, Albuquerque, NM
September 14-15, 2017
Tourism Cares Volunteer Event, Detroit, MI
November 14-18, 2017
NAI National Conference, Spokane, WA
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NEWS YOU CAN USE by Joe DeGregorio
It may be obvious to some chapters but consider inviting your state’s Director of Tourism as a guest speaker for one
of your meetings. They are typically well informed on trends, statistics and how the state’s tax dollars for tourism are
allocated. Of course this can also be an opportunity to showcase your chapter and influence the Director to give a
little more attention to your area. Another idea for a guest speaker is the Chairmen of the State House and Senate
Committees on Tourism, again to hear his presentation, brief him on the activities of your group, the state of
tourism in your area from the perspective of everyday tour guides, and of course leave the representative with
a better sense of confidence in local tour guides. A backup speaker could be the committeeman’s Chief of Staff.
Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of St. Louis and a board member of the National
Federation of Tourist Guide Associations. To tour with Joe, contact joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.

A CHICAGOAN IN LAS VEGAS
by Margaret Hicks
I love Las Vegas. Always have. I have wondered why
I love it so much, besides all of the obvious perks – I
think it’s because Vegas is so unpretentious. It’s
all out in the open; there’s no pressure to be
something you’re not. I’m from Chicago. We like
to think we’re without pretensions too. It’s our
Midwestern simplicity.
When I learned I was headed there, I reached out to
Babs Daitch, President of the Las Vegas Tourist
Guide Guild, and asked her if she’d be interested in
hosting my TourBoost Workshop – a workshop
I run that uses improv games to help tour guides
open up to groups, to situations, and to themselves.
Well, Babs jumped in with a hearty and generous
yes and off we went!
When I landed in Vegas, my Chicago eyes squinted
at the glowing orb in the sky - the sun I believe they
call it? Chicago had a mild winter this year, but it
was a gloomy one. Vegas however, was spectacular.
I wandered the Strip and marveled at the architecture. I’ve always loved Vegas architecture and felt
a little bit of home at Aria - designed by Chicago’s
own Helmut Jahn.
I took the Deuce the rest of the way to the Stratosphere
because The Strip is the opposite of a sideview mirror,
everything is farther than it appears. The Deuce takes
forever, but it’s worth it for the views and I was in
no rush at all.
When I arrived at Stratosphere, I wondered, how was
I going to recognize Babs? I should have looked more
closely at her photo.
Spring 2017

Babs Daitch, Yolanda Villanueva, and Margaret Hicks,
ready to take Las Vegas by storm.
I needn’t have worried. Tour guides are instantly
recognizable all over the world: Our visors, hats,
folders, books, bags, backpacks, lanyards, passes, name
tags, glasses… I knew Babs right away. Her huge smile
let me know she recognized a fellow guide too.
We talked! Like only tour guides can, we talked. We
talked about the chapters of our associations. We
talked about Vegas and what a place it is, we talked
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Members of the Las Vegas Tourist Guide Guild attend the author’s TourBoost workshop.
about how we became guides and why we love it so
much. It was so lovely: across the country and boom,
automatic friend.
Tour guides are the best.
We went up to the 104th floor where I met Yolanda
Villanueva, Catering Sales Manager for the Stratosphere. She was generous and helpful, showing me
that Vegas hospitality. The Stratosphere is the tallest
freestanding observation tower in the US and the
views are breathtaking. There’s a bungee-type ride
called The Sky Jump, so every once in a while a
bungeed human would fly past the window. All in a
day’s work for a Las Vegas tour guide!
I got a great tour from Babs and the other guides as
we looked over Las Vegas from the 104th floor. Trust
me, there is no better place to be than with a roomful of tour guides in a city’s tallest structure!
The TourBoost Workshop was so much fun. The
workshop consists of improv games handpicked by
me, a 20-year improv comedy veteran. The games
help guides get out of their head, connect with their
groups, connect with their bodies and disconnect
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from the oh-so-judgy ego mind. The games are simple,
but not easy, and they require an open mind. This
group did not disappoint! There were guides from all
over the world and they jumped in with full hearts.
It’s very brave, really. We laughed and learned so
much from each other.
After our workshop we all headed upstairs to the
107 Sky Lounge where we had drinks and food and
the conversation was as lovely as the view.
As I write about this experience back home in Chicago,
I’m so thankful for Las Vegas and for my work.
I’m thankful that I get to work with other tour guides
who are just the best people on earth. And a huge
thank you to Babs who went above and beyond and
for welcoming me with open arms. And thank you to
the beautiful guides of the Las Vegas Tourist Guide
Guild who put themselves out there for a guide from
Chicago.
THANK YOU Vegas! See you next time.
Margaret Hicks is a member of the Chicago Tour-Guide
Professionals Association. To tour with Margaret, contact
margaretkhicks@gmail.com.
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ITMI IN LITTLE ROCK by Ellen Malasky
The 30th Annual ITMI Symposium
was held in early February. The
Symposium, attended by well over
350 tour managers, was chock full
of interesting educational sessions,
The Clinton
Marketplace networking opporPresidential Library
tunities and sightseeing in the Little
Rock area including the Clinton Presidential Library. Some of the topics
discussed included Extraordinary Storytelling, The Generation Gap,
Terrorism & Live Shooter Preparation, Ask Legal & Insurance Experts,
Technology and Branding and Beyond the Road. Ellen Malasky,
NFTGA vice president, attended and was a luncheon speaker. She
discussed the history and goals of NFTA and WFTGA and mentioned
each of our member associations. Following her presentation, a
group of Symposium attendees from a number of NFTGA member
associations met and discussed ways to continue work closely together
sharing information and opportunities.
Ellen Malasky is vice president of the National Federation of Tourist Guide
Associations. To tour with Ellen, contact ellenguide1@gmail.com.

THE CORNSTALK FENCE
by Randy Bibb
The story of The Cornstalk
Fence in New Orleans, as it
is most often told, involves
“a doctor who married a
young woman from Iowa.
She became so homesick
for the cornfields of home
that he had this fence
specially designed for her.”
The house that stands on
the lot today is not the
original structure. The
present structure is from
around the turn of the 20th Century. I ran across this
interesting photo of the building that stood behind the
cornstalk fence on Royal Street in the French Quarter
until it burned down in 1900. (In fact, you can see the
cornstalk fence along the street.) Notice that the fore
Spring 2017

court was originally deeper and had a
larger garden. This is the house that
was built by “a doctor” - that would be
Dr. Paul LaCroix in 1833. Dr. LaCroix
was married to Marie Aimee Materre
who was born in New Orleans - not
Iowa. The house passed back and forth
between LaCroix and Dr. Giuseppe
(later anglicized to Joseph) Biamonte
for 20 years.
Dr. Biamonte was an interesting guy born in Italy, he was exiled to France
when he fought with the Carbonari (coal
miners) in the Italian Revolution of 1820.
He was a schoolmate of Napoleon III; he
married Aimee Dufour who was from
France (again - not Iowa) and they came
to New Orleans with 2 daughters in 1832.
Dufour being an old Creole family name
I can’t help but suppose that Aimee had
family here and that’s what brought them.
As for the house, according to the chain
of title you have:

1831: The property is acquired by Paul LaCroix,
and he built the house in the above photo. (He
also built the enormous double-residence on the
upper lakeside corner of Royal and Dumaine as
well as several others in the Quarter.)
1834: The property is sold to Joseph (a.k.a. Giuseppe)
Biamonte by Francois Arsene Blanc… but I don’t
know who Francois Blanc is or how the property
fell to him. The notary here was Felix Grima - of
Hermann-Grima House fame.
1857: The property is again owned by LaCroix - how
that happened is anyone’s guess. He passes it to
his son, Charles LaCroix. Another interesting note
is that the notary was Edward Gottschalk - Louis
Moreau Gottschalk’s father.
1858: It’s back in Biamonte’s hands and stays in the
family until 1878. The Biamontes were probably the
ones who had the fence installed.
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In 1900, the house in the above photo burned and
the current building was built shortly afterward in
the Queen Anne style by another Italian: Anthony
Patorno, whose family owned it until 1938.
Queen Anne architecture is largely defined by
romanticized turrets, gables, windows of different
sizes and shapes, bays and the appearance of two
houses (or more) combined into one, creating an
eclectic look and giving rise to all kinds of myths
regarding its design. (The most recent one being
that the Cornstalk Fence Hotel was built 1/2 to
feminine taste and 1/2 to masculine taste. This is a
recent addition to the story; you won’t find it in any
information about the house prior to a few years ago.
It is simply a classic Queen Anne style, nothing more.)
The cornstalk fence, itself, first appears in the 1867
Robt. Wood Ironworks Catalog. The image of the
fence has a name and a year on it - G. W. Mordecai,
1860. In all likelihood, G.W. Mordecai is the one
who commissioned the fence and they credited his
design by putting his name and the year on the image
in the catalog. George Washington Mordecai lived
in Raleigh, N. C., served in the Confederacy, was
present at the surrender at Appomattox, eventually
moved to California where he opened a ranch, served
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in the state legislature and died in 1922. He may have
married a girl from Iowa - but I’m not going to invest
a lot of time researching it. There is another cornstalk
fence in Wilmington, California, on the property of
the Banning Museum. According to their website, the
fence was purchased by William Sanford Banning in
New Orleans in 1900. I’ve contacted them and, while
they have a contract for the fence’s 1900 installation,
they actually have no provenance on the fence’s
purchase here so it’s an assumption based on the
fame of the New Orleans fences. Since Mordecai
ended up in California it’s possible that he brought
the fence to California with him, had an association
with Banning (probably politically) and may have
sold the fence to him. If not, however, then it means
that the Mordecai fence is still out in the world
somewhere, as is the Banning fence, and that there
are at least two more such fences in existence.
A similar fence (although not cornstalks) sold from
the 1867 Robt. Wood & Co. catalog for $6.00 per
foot - roughly $92.00 per foot in today’s money. The
Cornstalk Fence would have been in that ballpark.
Randy Bibb is a member of the Tour Guides Association
of Greater New Orleans. To tour with Randy, contact
randyneworleans@hotmail.com.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INTERPRETATION
“AWAKENS CURIOSITY”
by Paul Caputo

The International Conference on Interpretation, an annual event hosted by the USbased National Association for Interpretation
(NAI), brings together delegates from around
the world to discuss global trends and
concerns in the field. This year’s conference,
coordinated with the considerable efforts of
longtime NAI member and Mexico native
Maria Elena Muriel, took place at the Barceló Grand
Faro Hotel in San Jose del Cabo on the southern tip
of Mexico’s Baja California peninsula.
The conference theme, “Interpretation: Awakening
Curiosity to Conserve and Protect,” was expressed
through inspiring keynotes, educational sessions, and
off-site tours to local natural and cultural heritage sites.
With a theme based on the premise that curiosity is
the first step toward the protection and conservation
of our world, conference events focused on the role
that interpretation and tourism play in supporting a
global culture of conservation.
The conference was highlighted by an energetic keynote
address by Sam Ham, whose books Interpretation: Making
a Difference on Purpose and its predecessor, Environmental
Interpretation: A Practical Guide for People with Big Ideas and
Small Budgets, are seminal texts in the profession. In his
address, titled “Thought Provoking is Talk Provoking,”
Whale Watch

Keynote
Presentation
Ham shared his thoughts on interpretation’s role in
motivating people to not only care about but also take
care of special places and important things. (A video
of the keynote address is available in its entirety on
the conference website, www.interpnet.com/ic.)
In addition to delivering the keynote address, Ham
participated in the conference. Professors from around
the world who have been teaching his texts for decades
and students who have been learning the profession
through Ham’s books relished the opportunity to meet
him in person. As always, he had time for everyone
and could be found talking about interpretation (and
his favorite baseball team, the Seattle Mariners) deep
into the night.
The conference featured roughly 50 concurrent
sessions by presenters from the US, Canada, Mexico,
South Korea, Australia, and other corners of the globe.
Sessions incorporated thought-provoking case studies
and the latest research, addressing important topics
such as international partnerships, interpreting
cultural values, planning, and interpreting for
diverse audiences, among others.
The setting for the conference was the spectacular
Sea of Cortez, which Jacques Cousteau once
called the “Aquarium of the World.” It is one of
the planet’s most extraordinary environments,
considered by scientists to be one of the most
biologically diverse bodies of water on the planet.
It is home to more than 900 species of fish,
thousands of species of invertebrates, and a wide
array of marine mammals like giant manta rays,
whale sharks, sea lions, dolphins, and five types
of whales.
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Networking on the beach.

Full-day offsite learning sessions and pre- and postconference trips offered the opportunity to learn about
local interpretive practices. Sessions took participants
to some of the many watery jewels the area has to offer,
including whale watching in Cabo San Lucas’s marina,
snorkeling Santa Maria and Chileno Bays, and swimming with the world’s largest fish, the gentle, filterfeeding whale sharks found in the waters near the city
of La Paz.
The host city offered plenty to intrigue history lovers
as well. Known as “Old Town,” San Jose features 18thcentury Spanish colonial architecture, a central plaza
surrounded by jacaranda trees, and local artisans.
Participants who wanted to stay dry explored such
treasures as missions dating back to the 1700s, mining
towns, rancheros, and the original Hotel California,
which had everyone humming a certain tune.
After four days of learning, networking, and experiencing one of the planet’s most beautiful places,
participants left San Jose del Cabo with renewed
vigor and enthusiasm for their craft.
“It was so nice to meet so many passionate engaged
people,” one participant remarked. “I made some
wonderful connections that I hope to nurture into
the future and I appreciate the opportunity to engage
in such a wonderful culture.”
Another conference participant remarked on the
intimate nature of the conference, which is intentSpring 2017

ionally limited to 100-150 delegates. “The whole
atmosphere of the conference was great and it was
very easy to get to know everyone,” the participant
said. “This may be because of the smaller number
of attendees, but also because of the welcoming
atmosphere.”
Another attendee said, “Anyone who couldn’t attend
this conference missed the best conference you’ll
ever get a chance to attend.”
Of course, there are always more opportunities to
attend an NAI International Conference. The next
event will be held in France in the spring of 2018,
with a specific location and date to be announced.
About the National Association for Interpretation:
NAI is a not-for-profit professional association for
more than 6,000 members involved in the interpretation of natural and cultural heritage resources in
settings such as parks, zoos, museums, nature centers,
aquaria, botanical gardens, and historical sites. For more
than 50 years, NAI and its parent organizations have
encouraged networking, training, and collaboration
among members and partners in support of our
mission: inspiring leadership and excellence to advance
heritage interpretation as a profession.
Paul Caputo is Deputy Director of the National Association
for Interpretation. For more information, contact Paul at
pcaputo@interpnet.com or visit www.interpnet.com.
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GNJMA HONORS THE 2017
MOTORCOACH PROFESSIONAL
AWARD RECIPIENTS

This year’s recipients are:

by Patricia A. Cowley

James Fields — DeCamp Bus Lines

Each year, members of the Greater New Jersey
Motorcoach Association are called upon to nominate
professionals within their organization for this prestigious award. What started as a Driver Excellence
Award has evolved over the years. Now, the Motorcoach Professional Award allows companies to include
motorcoach professionals vs. only drivers, in their
organization who have been employed with them
for more than 5 years and demonstrate excellence
and professionalism in the industry.

Shalonda Halsey — Greyhound Lines

The recipients were honored at the GNJMA Spring
Association Meeting held on March 7th at Tropicana
in Atlantic City. The award winners received watches
and plaques, as well as vouchers for overnight accommodations from our very generous casino partners,
Tropicana, Caesars and Resorts. Congratulations to
all the award recipients! You represent the best in
the industry.

James Wyche — A. Yankee Line
Stanley Zienowicz — Coach USA/Suburban Transit

Bryan Ansari — Klein Transportation Inc.
Reggie Tate — Lakeland Bus Lines
Tadeusz (Teddy) Kobylarz — Panorama Tours
Danny Gaskins — Peter Pan Bus Lines
Ronald Huffstickler — Sheppard Bus Service
Fernando Berrios — Starr Transit Co.
Robert (Rob) Gallmayer — Stout’s Transportation
Notlef Felton — Werner Bus Lines
Patricia A. Cowley is executive director of the Greater
New Jersey Motorcoach Association. For more information,
contact pcowley@gnjma.com.

The Recipients of the 2017 Greater New Jersey Motorcoach Association Awards.

